USS Delphyne 9910.25


ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><>BEGIN MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><

CEOLefler:
::wakes up in sickbay, the lights are up now and there is alot more activity::

CMO_Matt:
::moves uncomfortably on the biobed, almost regaining consciousness::

MO_Lea:
::Dismisses another Lt. with the same reminder to return later::

ENGMac:
::in Engineering looking over dilithium crystals::

CNS_Jiosa:
::in sickbay helping out Lea::

Es`Shere:
::in sickbay::

CO_Grant:
:: on the bridge::

XO_Wall:
::on bridge in his seat looking over a PADD::

CO_Grant:
*ENG*: status of dilithium crystals?

OPS_Lynam:
:;On bridge at OPS::

CTO_Psion:
::At tactical::

CNS_Jiosa:
:: stands over Es'Sheres Biobed reading the display::

CEOLefler:
MOLea: Hey doc. What's up?

ENGMac:
*CO*: tried everything we could to regenerate them, but failed, need to get some from DS9 if at all possible

CMO_Matt:
::eyes slowly open::

XO_Wall:
*Sickbay* Lea, how's everybody doing including Ens. Watson?

CO_Grant:
*ENG*: acknowledged

MO_Lea:
::Notices movement from two of the biobeds.  Walks over to CEO:: *XO*: I believe a few more of the crew are recovering.  Ensign Watson's condition sees to have improved markedly.

CO_Grant:
OPS: request emergency replacement of dililithium crystals from nearsest space station

ENGMac:
*OPS*: we need to obtain some dilithium crystals from DS9

CO_Grant:
::Turns to XO::

CNS_Jiosa:
Es'Shere: How you doing counselor?

CMO_Matt:
::looks around the chamber in confusion::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye aye

XO_Wall:
*MO*: very good

T0_Hawkes:
::On deck 13 running remedial training on the torpedo launchers::

MO_Lea:
CEO: And how do you feel?  :opens tricorder and compares information from both the tricorder and the display screen::

Es`Shere:
CNS: Not well.. ::can barely speak::

CEOLefler:
MO: We have to stop meeting like this.

CMO_Matt:
::slowly sits up and looks around the sickbay full of patients::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Contacts nearby Federation station and requests a supply of Dilithium::

CTO_Psion:
*TO*  Mr. Hawkes please report to the bridge.

CO_Grant:
XO: it looks like our current pilot has been on duty for over 13 hours, get a replacement from the duty roster

ENGMac:
*MO*: whats the status on CEO Lefler?

T0_Hawkes:
*CTO*: Aye sir, on my way! ::Turns to CPO_Harris:: Cpo take over.

CEOLefler:
MO: And I feel much better. How about you doc? Feeling any light headed. Slight increase in heart rate, that sort of thing?

MO_Lea:
CMO: Glad to see you again.  CEO: It's not the best way, I suppose.  Do you feel dizzy? Weak?

T0_Hawkes:
::Enters TL:: TL:Bridge.

MO_Lea:
CEO: Oh please..   Can you walk?

XO_Wall:
CO: aye ::looks over duty schedule::

CNS_Jiosa:
Es'Shere: I'll Leave you alone to rest ::gives Es'Shere another painkiller hypo:

CMO_Matt:
::looks over at her, his breath still quick::

CEOLefler:
MO: I can if you are leading :)

Es`Shere:
::nods at the CNS and closes her eyes::

CMO_Matt:
::slowly gets to his feet and stumbles over to the computer console::

MO_Lea:
*EO*: He seems to be back to his old self, from what I know of..   ::sees CMO:: CMO: And where do you think you are going?

CO_Grant:
*MED*: status of Ms Es'shere?

MO_Lea:
::Glances to Liz, asking her to take that one::

T0_Hawkes:
::Exits TL and walks over to TAC::

CMO_Matt:
::doesn't respond to the Doctor, just starts to get information on what has happened::

T0_Hawkes:
CTO: You rang sir?

XO_Wall:
::looks and sees that FCO Hunter just finished a double and FCO Davies is on a special project::

ENGMac:
*MO*: but is he ok?

CNS_Jiosa:
*CO*: She's still recuperating, sleeping presently

CEOLefler:
*EO* Cancel all my calls for the next week. I am starting to like the view up here

CMO_Matt:
::tries to type in the command, but can't get his fingers to work properly::

MO_Lea:
::walks over to the CMO. Tries keep her patience:: CMO: Go back and lay down.

CO_Grant:
*CNS*: Does she need to recuperate on a starbase?

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Yes.  We must prepare for a red alert drill, with an emphasis on quick responses from the department heads.

CMO_Matt:
::looks back to her, his eyes empty:: MO: How are you feeling?  When did you get back from the Brege?

MO_Lea:
*EO*:  Ask him yourself.  He seems to be much better.

CMO_Matt:
::flounders to pick up a tricorder from the table::

T0_Hawkes:
CTO: Right. Moves to TAC2::

CNS_Jiosa:
MO: Lea is her condition serious enough to leave her at a starbase?

ENGMac:
*CEO*: aye ::chuckles::

CNS_Jiosa:
::Es'Sheres::

MO_Lea:
::Looks at CMO blankly:: CMO: Hm..   _r_nComputer: Time?

T0_Hawkes:
CTO: Ready any time Psion.

XO_Wall:
*McLeod*: Cmdr Wall here, hows you pilot skills?

MO_Lea:
MO:  I think she may be able to make a full recovery here on the ship.


Es`Shere:
::can hear them talking about her.. does not want to go but knows she is not getting any better here::

CMO_Matt:
::lets the tricorder slip out of his shaking hands::

CMO_Matt:
::stumbles past Lea towards Es'Shere::

CNS_Jiosa:
*CO*: Dr Lea believes so can make a full recovery here

CNS_Jiosa:
<<she>>

CIV_McLeo:
*Wall* Not so bad, sir.  I used to run a Mars-Jupiter route

CEOLefler:
*EO* I'll be down in a sec. We need to get to work and fast. Get ready for me. I have been asleep for a week and my baby is in trouble.

MO_Lea:
::Picks up the tricorder with a grimace:: CMO: Look, I don't have the time or patience for this now.  go back now.

CO_Grant:
* MED*: very well

MO_Lea:
Computer: Time of the last docking of the Brege?

CO_Grant:
OPS: how long till the shuttle from DS9 gets here?

CTO_Psion:
TO:  I would like for you to report on Engineering and Medical while I will be responsible for the bridge crew's response.

CMO_Matt:
::doesn't listen to Doctor Lea, starts to pull up information on Es'Shere's condition::

XO_Wall:
*Mcleod*: ok report to the bridge to fill FCO position?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Space station Gamma 4 says they have some crystals.  They will send them to us on a warp shuttle as soon as possible.  ETA 30 minutes.

CIV_McLeo:
*wall* I'll be there in two shakes, sir

MO_Lea:
::sighs exasperated. Not sure she can do this:: CMO: Sit down!!

CNS_Jiosa:
::comes up to Lea:: MO: Need me any More Doc?

CIV_McLeo:
:: goes to TL::

T0_Hawkes:
CTO: Aye aye. ::Brings up engineering and Medical at TAC2::

ENGMac:
*CEO*: aye, but I wouldn't say in trouble, just the crystals got kinda munched on by an energy monster that’s all

CO_Grant:
OPS: very good

Es`Shere:
::moves fitfully in her drug induced sleep::

MO_Lea:
CNS: You always seemed to have a way with them.  See if you can't convince the doctor that he needs to sit down for a minute.

CIV_McLeo:
TL: Bridge, pleas'

CMO_Matt:
::finally addresses the Doctor:: MO: Don't raise your voice, Doctor.  I'm checking on my patient.

XO_Wall:
CO: MCleod will be filling in at the helm hes on his way

CEOLefler:
MOLea: Alright doc. Unless you need me for anything. :) And I do mean anything, back rubs, dinner, lively and witty conversation..... I'll be getting back to work. If thats ok with you?

CO_Grant:
XO: very good

T0_Hawkes:
CTO: Ready to monitor response times sir.

OPS_Lynam:
:;Begins working on retrieving information about the freighter they are to investigate.::

CMO_Matt:
::fares to pull up the information, stares down at the words in disbelief, not understanding:: MO: What happened to her?  She was fine.

CIV_McLeo:
::rides to the Bridge, and enters::  McLeod reporting, sir

CTO_Psion:
CO:  All is in preparation for the drill.  With your permission we will proceed.

CMO_Matt:
MO: Not fine, but awake and doing better.

CNS_Jiosa:
CMO: You need to rest

MO_Lea:
CMO: No. You are not. You ARE the patient, until I relieve you from such position.   You will sit down now.  Miss Es'Shere will be fine for now.

CMO_Matt:
::looks up the counselor:: CNS: I think I just did.

CO_Grant:
cto: proceed

MO_Lea:
CEO: Sure, but stick to light duty and come back within the next 36 hours for a follow up.

CMO_Matt:
MO: Please, tell me what has happened to Es'Shere, to the whole da...ship.

CTO_Psion:
*All*  Red Alert!

CO_Grant:
::hears the klaxons::

MO_Lea:
::turns back to CMO:: CMO: After you are under a scanner.  I will not stand for your standing.

CEOLefler:
MOLea: I knew you couldn't go for more than a few days without my charming personality. Its a date.:) ...::walks out before Lea has a chance to argue back::

ENGMac:
<ENG> get repairs crew at ready

CIV_McLeo:
:: sits at his post just as the klaxons sound::

CNS_Jiosa:
::looks at the red lights and klaxons::

OPS_Lynam:
::Routes power to red alert status::

CMO_Matt:
MO: Scan me then, just tell me what's happened!

XO_Wall:
::looks at status panel as responses from the departments come in::

T0_Hawkes:
::Looks for response from Eng and Med.::

CO_Grant:
::notices the duty roster officer just reach the fco panel::

CEOLefler:
::hears read alert and begins sprinting to ME. So much for light duty::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Curses quietly as freighter data is replaced by ship's systems data.::

ENGMac:
*TAC* Engineering ready

Es`Shere:
::groans as she lays there::

CEOLefler:
*EO*: Status? Whats the alert all about? ::runs down corridor::

T0_Hawkes:
*ENG*: Noted...thanks Mac.

MO_Lea:
::puts her hand to her forehead for a moment. Then looks back up:: CMO: I can not adequately decide what your condition is unless you are laying on the biobed, so get.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Bridge systems and personnel have responded.

MO_Lea:
<decide>

ENGMac:
*CEO*: not sure yet *TAC*: whats the alert about?

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Report on engineering and medical.

OPS_Lynam:
::Monitors ship's departments waiting for each to report ready::

Es`Shere:
::her skin is clammy to the touch of the MO::

T0_Hawkes:
CTO: Engineering has responded...still wainting for sickbay.

CO_Grant:
cto: acknowledged, secure us to green status and report red alert statistics

CNS_Jiosa:
CMO: Do i have to sedate you and carry you over there?

CEOLefler:
::enters TL:: ME!

CMO_Matt:
::pounds the biobed's console, and slowly moves over to his biobed, laying down and staring up at the cieling with his eyes devoid of any energy::

XO_Wall:
CO: response times much quicker this time ::as they come in::

CMO_Matt:
CNS: Do it Counselor, it won't be a good first impression.

CO_Grant:
CTO: as soon as all departments are ready

ENGMac:
*OPS*: all ready in Engeering

CTO_Psion:
*Eng*  We are running a red alert drill as instructed by the Captain in our briefing.

CO_Grant:
XO: yes

CIV_McLeo:
::studies the panel in front of him :: self: not so different...

CEOLefler:
::TL doors open and Lefler runs into Main Engineering::

ENGMac:
*CEO*: just a drill

MO_Lea:
::feels a flicker of hope for this crew:: CMO: Better..  CNS: Thanks.    ::activates overhead display::

Es`Shere:
::her heart rate starts to fall::

CEOLefler:
EO: What? I am going to kill someone

CO_Grant:
OPS: are we receiving any comm from that shuttle?

CMO_Matt:
::his jaw clenched, he stares up at the ceiling::

T0_Hawkes:
::Drums fingers impatiently on console:: self: come-on sickbay.

ENGMac:
CEO: just a drill thats all Captains orders

MO_Lea:
::hears alarms, turns to Es'Shere's side and administers cleonile::

OPS_Lynam:
XO: Sickbay did not report in.  Maybe we ought to check on them and make sure they're o.k.

CEOLefler:
::Breathing heavily, hunches over Display panel::

CMO_Matt:
::hears the alert, and jumps up from the biobed, almost knocking Lea.  Rushes to Es'Shere's bed::

CTO_Psion:
TO:  You may need to brief sickbay on proper response to a red alert drill.  In the meantime stand down.

CNS_Jiosa:
::looks at Es'Sheres diplay::  MO: Doc that cant be good look at her heartrate

CO_Grant:
CTO: have a security team visit MEDBAY

XO_Wall:
*EO*: once this drill is over you or have somebody prepare the runabout Rio Coco for a mission.

CMO_Matt:
::starts working at the console, suddenly not shaking anymore::

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Report to sickbay with a security detachment.

Es`Shere:
::still falling slightly::

ENGMac:
CEO: but we're ready to go, but without dilithium, we can't acheive matter/antimatter reaction

MO_Lea:
::tries to shove CMO away:: CMO: Sit down! You are not fully awake and could injure her!

T0_Hawkes:
CTO: Aye sir ::heads for TL::

XO_Wall:
OPS: acknowledged, I will go down I have to go down there anyway

ENGMac:
*XO*: aye

CMO_Matt:
MO: I'm awake. ::simply said, but with a voice of such determination that it's not his own::

MO_Lea:
::gives Es'Shere another dose::

T0_Hawkes:
*Armory*: Prepare a detatchment and meet me a the TL.

Es`Shere:
::getting ready to go into  Elaurian shock::

CO_Grant:
::Looks up from seat to see a speck on the viewer screen, could be the shuttle::

T0_Hawkes:
*Armory*:Aye!

MO_Lea:
::fed up, nearly yelling:: CMO: Look! You lay down, I take care for sickbay. Get!!   I do not have time for this.

T0_Hawkes:
TL: Deck 7

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the shuttle carrying the much needed crystals begins to come into view

CNS_Jiosa:
::pulls out hypospray and injects it into the CMO's neck knocking him out::

CMO_Matt:
::pounds the console, looks to Lea, and turns just as the Counselor knocks him out::

ENGMac:
*OPS*: any word on our crystals?

CIV_McLeo:
self: there's the ship

T0_Hawkes:
::Exits TL, meets Tac detachment, heads for sickbay::

MO_Lea:
::hypos Es'Shere with deoxyribose::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Reading a class 2 shuttle on sensors.

CO_Grant:
<scidutyofficer> co: my scans indicate a shuttle approaching

CEOLefler:
*CO*: CEO Lefler reporting for duty. The doctor let me go and I am already in ME sir

CO_Grant:
SCI: acknowledged

XO_Wall:
CO: I'll be down in sickbay accessing the situation ::gets up to the TL::

T0_Hawkes:
::Enters sickbay and looks around::

CMO_Matt:
::hits his head against a biobed, starts to bleed::

OPS_Lynam:
*Eng*: They are arriving now.  Meet them in shuttle bay 2.

Es`Shere:
::maintains present conditon.. not worse but not better...::

CNS_Jiosa:
SelF: Why me ::picks up the cmo and puts him on the biobed::

T0_Hawkes:
*Mo, CMO*: Ya'll ok?

CO_Grant:
*CEO*: acknowledged, glad to have you back. Get ready to restore our warp drive ASAP

MO_Lea:
::Administers delactovine::

ENGMac:
*OPS*: aye on my way

CEOLefler:
*CO* Gladly.

CTO_Psion:
::Scans the shuttle::

CMO_Matt:
::on floor, bleeding from the head::

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:Shuttle: Gamma shuttle you are cleared to land in bay 2.

MO_Lea:
TO: Just a little busy at the moment. Exuse me.   ::Kneels to CMO::

OPS_Lynam:
:;OPens bay doors::

T0_Hawkes:
::moves over to comm-panel::

XO_Wall:
::walks to TL::

ACTDNicke:
<SH>aye Delphyne

ENGMac:
CEO: going to SB2 and meet the shuttle with the dilithium crystals

ACTDNicke:
<SHUTTLE> ::heads for shuttle bay::

CNS_Jiosa:
MO: I'll take care of him

CEOLefler:
EO: OK. First of all have you shut down the plasma flow to the core and if so have you already removed what was left of the last crystal assembly?

T0_Hawkes:
*CTO*: They're just having a little emergency down here of a medical nature.

MO_Lea:
::Reaches up for the Dermal regenerator and hands it to Liz:: Liz: Thanks.

XO_Wall:
TL: Sickbay

CO_Grant:
HUNter-mcleod: prepare a course to planet Dredma, heading 245, mark 356

ENGMac:
CEO: have a team working on it now

CMO_Matt:
::the cut is down to the bone, bleeding heavily now::

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Acknowledged.  Report when the situation is under control.

MO_Lea:
::stands up and continues treating EsShere::

CNS_Jiosa:
::goes about patching the cut with the dermal regenerator::

CIV_McLeo:
CO: aye sir....course laid in.  Whenever we're ready  ::smiles::

T0_Hawkes:
*TAC-Detatch.*: you guys go back to the armory.

Es`Shere:
::even in her sleep she can feel the overwhelming sense of nausea::

CO_Grant:
civ-hun-mcleod: acknowledged

T0_Hawkes:
*CTO*: Aye sir!

XO_Wall:
::exits TL walks down corridor toward sickbay entrance::

ENGMac:
::exits ME and enters TL::

CEOLefler:
Alright. We will have to store the dilithium fragments. I would like to get a look at what that creature of yours did. After that we can put the new crystals in place and start a controlled cold start of the core, by the book, unless the Captain decides we need to get somewhere really fast

CEOLefler:
EO:

MO_Lea:
::places corticle stimulators on Es'Shere's forehead::

CO_Grant:
*CEO*: get those warp engines online 10 minutes ago!

T0_Hawkes:
::Leans against console, out-of-the-way and waits for situation to calm down::

CEOLefler:
::hears comm:: EO: Guess that answers that question

ENGMac:
*CEO*: aye

XO_Wall:
::enters sickbay::

Es`Shere:
::her heart rate rising almost back to normal to fast she has a small seizure::

ENGMac:
TL: SB2

T0_Hawkes:
::Watches the Mo work::

CMO_Matt:
::face covered in blood, and the bleeding won't stop with the dermal regenerator::

ENGMac:
::exits TL and runs to the shuttle::

CEOLefler:
EO: No big problem. Just start the pre-ignition sequence now, get all the systems warmed up and hold off on reinjecting the chamber with the M/A until I say so

XO_Wall:
MO: ::walks over to CMO biobed:: Lea, what happened?

ENGMac:
*CEO*: aye

MO_Lea:
::treats Es'Shere with benjisidrine::

CMO_Matt:
::still bleeding::

OPS_Lynam:
::Clears the shuttle to depart and monitors it leaving::

ENGMac:
Computer: Start pre-ignition sequence

CO_Grant:
::confers with sci over a report concerning the inhospitable nature of class C planets::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: shuttle departs and the crystals are rushed to engineering

CIV_McLeo:
::sits at console, refamiliarizing himself with some more obscure controls::

MO_Lea:
XO: Her blood pressure and heart rate has fluctuated::

ENGMac:
<Computer> acknowledged

CNS_Jiosa:
::notices it is much more severe at second glance an pulls out a "bone knitter"::

CO_Grant:
:: observes the shuttle departure::

CEOLefler:
::pulls out crystal assembly and gets a good look at the ruined crystals::

Es`Shere:
::her body continues to go back to normal.. however she can not take much more of the tramua::

XO_Wall:
MO: you seem rather short handed down here? Situation is not stable?

CEOLefler:
Computer: Re-initiae warp core systrems. Lock M/A-M flow until I say so.

CTO_Psion:
::Scans the vicinity of space::

CEOLefler:
<COMP> Level three clearance required to by pass safety protocols

MO_Lea:
::keeping her eyes on the display of vitals:: XO: doctor Laiiron is incapacitated, as well as several of the medial staff, as of yet..

CNS_Jiosa:
::puts tool down the bone healed and gets the Dermal Regenerator::

CEOLefler:
Computer: Do it. Authorization Lefler Lamda Lamda Lamda

OPS_Lynam:
:;Trys to dig up data on the freighter again::


XO_Wall:
MO: I will get you more personel

ENGMac:
::scratches head and wonders where that shuttle went::

CMO_Matt:
::the bleeding is stopped, and the wound is slowly being healed, but his face and torso are covered with blood::

Es`Shere:
::groans aloud::

MO_Lea:
XO: Thanks.    ::turns to Es'shere::

CEOLefler:
*EO* Where are my crystals Lieutenant?

ENGMac:
::enters TL:: TL: ME

ENGMac:
*CEO* they should be there

XO_Wall:
*OPS*: consult the duty list we need a hand ful of officer down in sickbay to help out pronto!

CO_Grant:
::the report from sci indicates a need for protective clothing and a breather apparatus is needed for persons to move about on Dredma::

ENGMac:
::Eng Bridge hands the CEO the crystals::

OPS_Lynam:
*XO*: Acknowledged

T0_Hawkes:
::Leans back on console, and activates EMH::

CEOLefler:
EngB: Ah there they are. Thank you

CEOLefler:
EO: I got them

XO_Wall:
MO: oh btw way we have an EMH just summon him

OPS_Lynam:
:;Sends several off-duty med techs to sickbay. Also....

ENGMac:
*CEO*: acknowledged

ENGMac:
<ENGBridge> aye sir

OPS_Lynam:
*CIV*: Mr. Mcleod Please report to sickbay.

T0_Hawkes:
<EMH>:ALL: Please state the nature of the medical emergency.

MO_Lea:
::Nods to XO:: Computer: Activate EMH.

MO_Lea:
EMH: Oh, you are here..

CO_Grant:
*XO*: Medical department is already stretched, but some crewpersons could double as medics

OPS_Lynam:
::Looks at CIV:: CIV: Never mind.

CIV_McLeo:
::smiles at OPS::

MO_Lea:
EMH: Assist the CNS with Dr. Laiiron

T0_Hawkes:
<EMH>::Looks at the two patients::

CO_Grant:
::looks at mr.Lynam with surprise::

Es`Shere:
::opens her eyes and coughs::

ENGMac:
::enters ME::

T0_Hawkes:
<EMH>::Moves over to help CNS::

CEOLefler:
*CO* I should have warp power back in 5 min, There will be a slight dip in power flow to the ship. Do not be alarmed. It will only last about 2.5 seconds

XO_Wall:
*CO*: situation taking care of sir, I have the officers on there way

T0_Hawkes:
<EMH>:CNS:What seems to be the problem? ::looks at  bioreadouts::

CEOLefler:
EO: Perfect timing. Help me align these crystals.

CO_Grant:
*CEO*: very good, you have 4 minutes

CTO_Psion:
CO:  No hostiles scanned.

CO_Grant:
*XO*: keep the bridge abreast

CEOLefler:
::hrumf::

MO_Lea:
::Opens the tricorder and does a more localized scan of Es'Shere's heart condition

MO_Lea:
::

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

CNS_Jiosa:
EMH: Severe head trauma blunt object

ENGMac:
CEO: aye ::helps with the realigning::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: You wanted me to check up on that freighter we are going to investigate.  Well, it appears to be a ghost ship.  No one is claiming it's missing so there is no record of it.

Es`Shere:
::watches Lea work without saying a word::

CO_Grant:
::notices the lights dimming for a few seconds::

XO_Wall:
MO: also get communications from sickbay on the ball, communications have be a problem!

CO_Grant:
OPS: very odd, our boarding party will have to be careful

T0_Hawkes:
<EMH>CNS: ::Raises eyebrow:: Well, lets see what we can do here::Picks up the dermal re-generator, and fiddles with the controls, then tries to seal the wound::

CO_Grant:
OPS: make sure they take your special comm badges with them just in case

MO_Lea:
XO: yes sir..   ::decides not to tell him who there is hardly any time to breathe, yet speak:: XO: I'll do my best

CNS_Jiosa:
::watches the EMH's skilled hands go to work::

CEOLefler:
EO: Now when we lock this in one of two things will happen. The all ready circulating Matter, Anti-matter with either a) inject safely into the reaction chamber or b) blow us all up before you can say "How much wood could a wood chuck chuck if a wood-chuck could chuck wood"

MO_Lea:
::softly:: Es'Shere: How are you feeling?

CEOLefler:
::Slides Crystal assembly into reaction chamber and locks the panel in place::

Es`Shere:
::shakes her head no at Lea::

CEOLefler:
EO: Cross your fingers

CO_Grant:
Hunter-Mcleod: do you have warp available yet?

CEOLefler:
::pushes button, power dips.......and............comes back up::

ENGMac:
::crossing fingers::

CEOLefler:
EO: whew!

XO_Wall:
::walks over next to Shere's biobed::

MO_Lea:
::smiles:: Es'Shere: Okay, I understand. Just rest.

CIV_McLeo:
CO: It's coming online, sir...50...70..all set

CO_Grant:
::notices the lights dim and then come back::

CEOLefler:
*CO* YOu have warp power!

CO_Grant:
Hunter-mcleod: Engage course warp 4

Es`Shere:
::sees the Commander and trys to smile at him..but gets a pain and winces instead::

MO_Lea:
::takes one last reading and steps back away from Es'Shere and XO::

CO_Grant:
*CEO*: just in time Mr.Lefler

ENGMac:
CEO: good job sir

CIV_McLeo:
CO: Yes, sir!  ::engages on plotted course::

T0_Hawkes:
<EMH>:: Watches the skin knit back together, and then picks up a Hypo and a red vial, and administers it the CMO::

CEOLefler:
*CO* And what else did you expect? :)

CEOLefler:
EO: Well that was fun wasn't it? :)

XO_Wall:
Shere: just relax get some rest we want you back up soon ::smiles::

ENGMac:
CEO: loads

CNS_Jiosa:
::quiet lost:: MO: How's Es'Shere?

Es`Shere:
::nods at him and closes her eyes.. glad to see him::

CMO_Matt:
::starts to mumble::

CO_Grant:
*CEO*:Now that that is done get upto the bridge, and that means Mr.wall as well

T0_Hawkes:
<EMH>::Picks up medical scanner, and scans for cranial dammage::

CEOLefler:
::Watches engines thrum as the ship sails along at warp 4.:: EO: Now that sounds just right

ENGMac:
CEO: the XO needs the Rio Coco prepared for the away mission

CO_Grant:
*XO* : report to  the bridhe

CEOLefler:
*CO* On my way sir

CIV_McLeo:
CO: We should be there in no time, sir

MO_Lea:
::turns to CMO:: Liz: she seems much better for the moment.  If she stays stable for the next 24 hours, my job will be much easier.

CEOLefler:
EO: YOu heard the man. Prepare the runabout. And them you have Main Engineering

ENGMac:
CEO: purrs like a kitten

MO_Lea:
Liz: I think things have quieted down now. Thank you very much for your help.

XO_Wall:
MO: keep us informed I’m heading back to the bridge ::start heading out of sickbay::

CO_Grant:
::turns to look at hunter-mcleod oddly::

CMO_Matt:
::looks very ill with his face and upper uniform covered with blood::

T0_Hawkes:
<EMH>::Looks at MO:: Are you ready to take over Ltjg.?

ENGMac:
CEO: aye

CEOLefler:
::nods ar Macpherson and turns around heading for TL::

ENGMac:
::exits ME::

XO_Wall:
*CO*: aye on my way

CNS_Jiosa:
MO: Yes i better get outta here ::looks at blood spattered uniform::

CEOLefler:
TL: Bridge

CO_Grant:
hunter-mcleod: increase speed to warp 5, calculate eta to Dredma 's second moon

ENGMac:
TL: shuttle bay 1

CO_Grant:
*XO*: acknowledged

XO_Wall:
::enter TL and sighs::

MO_Lea:
EMH: I would appreciate it if you would exercise your supreme skill and keep an eye on Es'Shere's vital signs and let me know if they begins to deviate even the slightest.

MO_Lea:
::looks down. Quietly:: CMO: You wouldn't listen

ENGMac:
::enters SB1::

CIV_McLeo:
CO: yes, sir.  ETA is...20 minutes at this speed

CMO_Matt:
::starst to open his eyes::

MO_Lea:
::Looks up a moment and sees TO:: TO: Did you need anything?

CO_Grant:
*ENG*: can we push the warp drive to warp 6?

CMO_Matt:
::his eyes at slits, just staring at the ceiling::

CNS_Jiosa:
::exits sicbay and takes tl to quarters::

CEOLefler:
::Enters Bridge:: CO: Reporting sir

XO_Wall:
TL: bridge ::feeling worried about Shere and the others still in sickbay::

Es`Shere:
::is resting better than she was::

T0_Hawkes:
<EMH> MO: Very well... ON this patient ::points at CMO:: I have noted heighted stress levels over a sustained period... I would prescribe some recreation and diversion until it comes down. :: Hands leas the scanner and heads over to Es'shere::

ENGMac:
ENGSky: how is the Rio Coco?

CNS_Jiosa:
::enter quarters get a clean uniform and puts it on::

MO_Lea:
EMH: Thank you for your expert opinion.

CO_Grant:
CEO: very good, now you need to prepare a boarding party to investigate a derelict ship in orbit about the 2nd moon of DRedma.

ENGMac:
*CO*: it's yours if you need it

XO_Wall:
::exit TL onto bridge::

CNS_Jiosa:
::Exits quarters and takes tl to bridge::

CO_Grant:
CEO: take tools and some security personnel with you. report on the freighter's condition and if there was cargo and if it was hazardous

MO_Lea:
CMO: You will lay here, whether you like it or not, until you have sufficiently recovered.  ::touches a button on the biobed::

CEOLefler:
CO: Aye aye sir. But to add to the warp 6 issue. You can have it if you need it. But the new crystals need a few hours at low warp before they are broken in. We might risk cracking them at extended high warp

XO_Wall:
::sits back down in his seat and sighs::

CO_Grant:
:: nods to XO::

ENGMac:
<ENGSky> sir the Rio is 90% ready, it will be just 3minutes more

T0_Hawkes:
MO: Yeah, we had a red-alert drill and Sickbay didn't respond. I am supposed to A: ::Counts on fingers:: see if you're all alive...B: Make sure y'all know red-alert procedures...and c: wait here until things settle down....which they appear to be doing.

CMO_Matt:
::he mutters to himself:: Doesn't matter...

CNS_Jiosa:
::exits TL onto the bridge::

ENGMac:
ENGSky: acknowledged

CO_Grant:
:: nods to counselor as she enters the bridge::

CIV_McLeo:
CO: we are nearing Dredma, sir.  ETA is 5 minutes

CEOLefler:
Psion: I'll need some Security personnel. Have a team meet me in Transporter room 1

CO_Grant:
CEO: very well we will stick to warp 5 or less

CNS_Jiosa:
::nods back to the CO and sits in the CNS chair to the CO's left::

CEOLefler:
CO: I'll be on my way then

MO_Lea:
::tries to avoid the feeling of disgust that is beginning to overtake her and the pain. Smiles slightly to TO:: Thank you for checking..

CTO_Psion:
*CEO* Acknowledged.

OPS_Lynam:
CEO: Take the special badges with you.  This whole thing sounds weird.

ENGMac:
*XO*: you'll have the Rio in 3 minutes

CO_Grant:
hunter-mcleod: acknowledged , drop us out of warp , proceed to intercept the freighter 1/2 impulse

CEOLefler:
OPS: I never leave home with out them

CMO_Matt:
::watches MO as she works on patients::

CEOLefler:
::walks off bridge::

T0_Hawkes:
*CTO*: Things seem to have...stabilized here in sickbay.

CTO_Psion:
*TO*  Mr. Hawkes, please report to the bridge.

XO_Wall:
CO: sickbay is back to normal and under control

MO_Lea:
TO: Yes, I think we are alive, for the most part.  yes, we know the procedures, but were extremely busy at the moment, and thank you for sticking around.

T0_Hawkes:
*CTO*:On my way.

T0_Hawkes:
MO: You are ok now...right?

CO_Grant:
XO: very glad to hear that , I understand that the EMH had to be activated.

CO_Grant:
Xo: or so my panel tells me

CMO_Matt:
::closes his eyes and takes a deep breath, trying to feel something. pain, sadness, anger...nothing::

CEOLefler:
*ENG*: Someone have a sapper satchel and an Engineering kit waiting for me in TR1. I also want one engineer there with me ready for an away mission

ENGMac:
::enters the Rio Coco and checks all systems::

CIV_McLeo:
CO: Yes, sir.  ::slows smoothly to impulse:: self: nicely, now...

CNS_Jiosa:
::shrinks in her seat::

CEOLefler:
TL: Transporter room 1

MO_Lea:
::retains the smile with only a flinch:: TO: Yes, much better now.

XO_Wall:
CO: yes it is Captain

CO_Grant:
CTO: assign some security personnel to help Mr.Lefler

T0_Hawkes:
MO::Smiles:: Good! ::Pats her on the arm::

Es`Shere:
::awake enough to begin meditating .. Thinking of things far away to try and make the pain and discomfort stop::

T0_Hawkes:
::Heads to TL:: TL: Bridhe!

CMO_Matt:
::healing, that's why he was a medical officer instead of a tactical one. that had always been his plan, but now he needed to heal by helping others.  now that he couldn't help others, he couldn't help himself::

ENGMac:
<ENGBridge> *CEO*: aye sir, I'll meet you thereir

XO_Wall:
*EO*: acknowledged

CO_Grant:
XO: you will lead the at in a shuttle to search for survivors, hopefully Mr.lefler will find a clue onboard the freigter to narrow the search

CIV_McLeo:
CO: The frieghter is approximately 10,000 meters slightly to port, sir

T0_Hawkes:
::Exits TL and walks over to TAC::

MO_Lea:
::walks to Es' Shere. Tries to detect her needs::

ENGMac:
*XO*: the Rio is ready and she's all yours, take good care of her

T0_Hawkes:
CTO: Did I miss much up here Mr. Psion?

XO_Wall:
CO: aye

CMO_Matt:
::he opens his eyes again, reaching up to touch the sticky blood on his face, looking at his red fingertips with fake shock::

XO_Wall:
*EO*: very good

CMO_Matt:
::it didn't hurt anymore::

CEOLefler:
::Enters TR1, sees security team already ready to go::

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Mr. Hawkes, you will accompany Mr. Lefler on an away mission.  Take two other security officers and arm yourselves.

CEOLefler:
::EngBridge walks into TR1::

CO_Grant:
CIV: put us in standard orbit , 2nd moon.

T0_Hawkes:
CTO: Okey-dokey! When they leaving?

CEOLefler:
::Lefler takes sapper satchel from Bridge and takes a phaser from the head security guy::

CO_Grant:
Mr.Lefler : go with your team to the transporter room

CEOLefler:
*CO*: Away team ready sir

MO_Lea:
::begins another round of every patient in sickbay, swallowing hard::

ENGMac:
::ENGBridge has sapper satchel and an Engineering kit::

CMO_Matt:
::looks over to Lea again, wondering how she was feeling with such a worry that it almost became pure emotion, but he didn't dare ask, not after what he had tried to pull::

CIV_McLeo:
CO: Aye,  Captain :: gently maneuvers into orbit:: We are in orbit, sir.

CO_Grant:
XO: Take the counselor with you she may be useful in talking to survivors, as they may be scared to talk to you and hide

CTO_Psion:
TO:  You are to meet them now in transporter room 1.

T0_Hawkes:
::Overhears  CEO's report and heads to TL::

CO_Grant:
civ:acknowledged

CNS_Jiosa:
::glances up at the CO's words::

XO_Wall:
CO: aye

OPS_Lynam:
:;Begins scanning the planet::

ENGMac:
::heads back to ME:: TL: ME

CO_Grant:
::turns to cns:: CNS: I am sure you will do fine.

T0_Hawkes:
*Armory*: Have two men meet me in TR1 with phasers and pattern enhancers...oh, and those little patches::

T0_Hawkes:
TL:TR1

CNS_Jiosa:
CO:Thank you sir

CMO_Matt:
MO: Permission to do my job, sir?

CO_Grant:
XO: good luck hunting

CMO_Matt:
::the remark seems sarcastic, but with one look at his face he still seems empty, the comment almost sincere::

CO_Grant:
CEO: good luck on the boarding party

XO_Wall:
CO: thanks

T0_Hawkes:
::Exits TL and sees 2 TAC officers waiting for him with phasers. Hawkes takes a phaser, checks it, then checks the pattern enhancer::

MO_Lea:
::walks over:: CMO: Well, lets see...   ::Opens a tricorder and activates the display simtaniously::

ENGMac:
::enters ME and assumes the post at the main ship control panel::

CMO_Matt:
::still staring at the ceiling::

CEOLefler:
*CO*: Thank you sir. We'll try to bring you back a shirt sir

OPS_Lynam:
:;Scnas comm frequencies::

XO_Wall:
::enters TL::

CMO_Matt:
::swallows hard, his jaw clenched::

CNS_Jiosa:
::enters TL behind XO::

Es`Shere:
::looses her concentration as hte pain gets stronger she moans slightly ::

CO_Grant:
*CEO*: answers more important than t-shirts

CIV_McLeo:
::sets ship to maintain orbit automatically::

CTO_Psion:
::Scans for energy signatures and weapons::

T0_Hawkes:
::Sees Lefler and walks over to him::

MO_Lea:
CMO: just a moment.   ::Runs to Es'Shere::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: I have nothing on scanners, and nothing on comm channels sir.

T0_Hawkes:
CEO: Tactical is ready and at your...um...disposal....so to speak.

CO_Grant:
OPS: Any type of comm coming from the freighter?

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowleged

CEOLefler:
TO: Thanks you. Will you be joining us on this little excursion?

CMO_Matt:
::takes a deep breath, still staring at nothing::

T0_Hawkes:
::Quikly performs test of his comm badge, and takes a TAC-tricorder from one of the TAC guys::

MO_Lea:
::Suspects the pain she may be feeling, administers hydrocortilene::

CO_Grant:
*TR1chief*: any time you are ready beamover the boarding party

XO_Wall:
*LtJGCray*: please meet me on the runabout Rio Coco

CEOLefler:
*CO*: Adding to top of shopping list,....1) Answers, 2) T-shirt, anything else?

CIV_McLeo:
::monitors ship's position quietly::

CO_Grant:
*CEo*: Just do it

Es`Shere:
::settles down::

LtJg_Cray:
*XO*  Yes sir!

CEOLefler:
*CO*: Ok. We are on our way

CEOLefler:
AT: Everyone lets get moving.

XO_Wall:
TL: shuttlebay

CEOLefler:
::steps on padd::

LtJg_Cray:
::Leaves science lab for shuttlebay::

CO_Grant:
<tr1chief>:; engages controls and boarding party dematerializes::

T0_Hawkes:
::Steps onto pad, and adjusts phaser onto hip::

CO_Grant:
TAC: keep a transporter lock on the boarding party

MO_Lea:
::Steps back to CMO. Resumes scanns::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Acknowledged.

CNS_Jiosa:
::remembers Lea last shuttle 2 mission and shudders::

XO_Wall:
::is lost in thought thinking about Shere and the others::

CEOLefler:
@::Rematerializes on the freighter::

CMO_Matt:
::starts to take off first layer of his uniform, throwing the bloody shirt to the floor and lays back in his a-shirt::

CTO_Psion:
::Scans the away teams' comm signals and keeps them on active lock::

ENGMac:
::monitors the new dilithium crystals::

CO_Grant:
*Shuttlebay, XO*:YOu may launch , scan the moons and the planet for signals from survivors in conjunction with our ship's sensors

CEOLefler:
@COMM:CO: Away Team to delphyne. We have arrived and are making our way to the bridge

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: boarding party materializes on the freighter........ they find it  eerily silent...... only  a few blinking lights from varied consoles is the only light in the otherwise darkened ship

Es`Shere:
::starts to talk to herself in her drug induced state.. making no sense whatsoever::

MO_Lea:
::Compares data from the two instruments:: CMO: Getting hot?  ::very bad attempt at humor::

T0_Hawkes:
@::Motions Tactical guys to secure area...begins scanning with tricorder...phaser drawn::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  The away team has arrived safely.

XO_Wall:
::exits TL::

CMO_Matt:
::looks up at her, face still streaked with blood:: MO: Yes.

CEOLefler:
@EngBridge: See if you can get some running lights up

LtJg_Cray:
::Arrives in shuttlebay and sees XO::

CO_Grant:
COmm:LEFLER: acknowledged, see if emergency power is enough to access logs


LtJg_Cray:
XO:  Reporting as ordered.

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the AT makes its way to the bridge, their footsteps echoing

XO_Wall:
::enters Rio Coco::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Monitors comm channels::

XO_Wall:
Cray: lets go

MO_Lea:
::moves to a table for a moment and returns with a damp washrag::

ENGMac:
@<Bridge> CEO: aye sir

LtJg_Cray:
XO:  Ready when you are sir.

CNS_Jiosa:
::follows XO::

CEOLefler:
@*CO*: Will do sir

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the bridge console blinks 

CEOLefler:
@::Steps up to blinking console

MO_Lea:
::checks vitals and neural activity again and wipe the CMO's face::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the same words continue to blink on the captains monitor of the freighter

ENGMac:
@::Bridge taps some controls and lights come on::

CMO_Matt:
MO: Thanks. ::just above a whisper::

CO_Grant:
cto:acknowledged

T0_Hawkes:
@Comm. Del:AT has arrived safely, making our way to the bridge.

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the lights fade off

CEOLefler:
@::tries tapping the console::

CEOLefler:
@Self: Thats not good

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the words continue to blink at the console

CIV_McLeo:
::monitors ship::

CTO_Psion:
::Scans frighter::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION:   the words.....................HELP US

XO_Wall:
::sits in helm position, begins powering up runabout, enters in prelaunch::

T0_Hawkes:
@::Turns on wrist light::


CEOLefler:
@::tries reading console: Uh ok:::::

ACTDNicke:
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